
 

K9 Education 

Within the past years Southernwind came to a strong awareness of the 
emphaticall need of Canine Education within many new dog owners and their 

families, based upon this Southernwind established a educational Program were 
we call it the Southernwind Elite Program. 

 This program is focused on creating a strong education and awareness of the 
dogs needs combined with the environment were his future life will be. 

 Southernwind  has a strong responsibility once decided the Breeding program to 
be followed. It is very important these puppies find the correct and perfect match 

homes for their life's time duration. 

 Many new owners do not realize the big responsibility the arrival of a new family 
Member means and how to influence a correct and strong structured raising 

which has to do with the dogs attitude and emotions in the future. 

 It is very sad to see new owners frustrations over the new puppy behavior 
attitude and not be able to correct it on time, for they do not have the correct 
educational tools, this causes to a wrecking relationship were the owner is 

unhappy, frustrated and the puppy is confused, scared or completely detached 
from the families emotions, this resulting in   finding chain tied dogs, secluded 
dogs in kennels and even worse, dogs left in shelters  or in streets wondering 
,abandoned to uncertainty. This is a Tragedy for us Breeders who have poured 
lots of emotions, sacrifice and  great love into the planning and raising of these 

babies to later see them in such a detrimental condition.  

 For this reason and for the creation and development of a strong bond and 

successful lifetimes relation we have developed the ELITE SOUTHERNWIND 
PROGRAM, which consists of the initial introduction to educational tools and 

prolongs during the different growing stages of our Southernwind puppies later 
to be full grown dog. 

 Over the years Southerwnind has acquired  lifelong experiences which 
has  developed into a great amount of knowledge, we have raised different breeds 
and have trained in many  different disciplines, we are able to see in our whelping 



box the distinguished behavior traits that genetically come  into our puppies and 
be able to identify the difference in each one in the litter. 

These traits have to match the environment were he is going to live and not only 
so, the new home were he each one will be living has to have the educational 
tools to correctly raise the puppy to a well behaved, mannered adult without 

creating frustration or sad emotions. 

  

Southernwind Professionals will guide you from the beginning of this new family 
member, we will provide you with basic educational tools and assist you 

throughout the different growing stages. We strongly recommend obedience 
training for your puppy, Obedience training develops a strong bond and provides 

for a lifelong successful relation. Our Professionals will guide you into the 
adequate system  to be used in preparation for  the obedience training and will 
make recommendations on the selection of a responsible and effective Trainer 

according to your area location and personal needs. 

Southernwind is pleased to offer this Service, we want you to be fulfilled with 
your dogs company and create a successful lifelong relationship!!! 

Our Working team 

Franco Santana in Georgia 

Mary Ann Byrd Revell in Georgia 

Mina Zin, Joe Galan, Timo Rieg, Nichole Peters all in Florida 

Call us today and we will refer you to our special Trainer or 
behaviorist according to your needs. 

 


